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	Title: Lawn Weeds:  “Get an Early Start”
	Author: by Michelle Le Strange, UC Master Gardener Advisor
	Page 1: If your lawn is looking a little raggedy because of weeds, now is the time to plan your attack.  Whether your lawn is tall fescue or bermudagrass and regardless of the weeds present when it comes to winning the war on weeds there is only one mantra: “Attack early”!  Oh there are other sayings that apply “A stitch in time saves nine” or “Don’t put off to tomorrow, what you can do today” and “One year’s seeding leads to seven years weeding,” but they really say the same thing, “Get On It”.Weeds can be annuals or perennials and they are all considered pests.  Annual plants start from a seed, grow foliage, flower, set seed, and die.  Seed is scattered by wind, rain, equipment, humans and pets.  Each plant sets hundreds or thousands of seeds to ensure their future existence.  One method of weed control is to not allow them to flower.  We can do this in lawns by mowing on a regular basis.  Some examples of winter annual weeds are annual bluegrass (Poa annua), prickly lettuce, sowthistle, chickweed, shepherdspurse, black medic and CA bur clover.  Some examples of summer annual weeds are crabgrass, spotted spurge, and common purslane.  There are several dozen weeds that fall into each of these categories. Perennial weeds spread from seed but a vegetative characteristic is more troublesome.  For example they may have creeping stems (white clover) or creeping stolons or rhizomes (bermudagrass), that when chopped small are still capable of generating new plants. Or they might have creeping roots like creeping woodsorrel (oxalis).  Or they have a fleshy root (dandelion) or grow from tubers (nutsedge), when you pull off the leaves, they resprout.“Baby” weeds are easier to control than “adult” weeds.  More correctly said, young weeds are easier to control than mature weeds.  We want to get weeds out of the lawn at the start of the season, when they are most vulnerable rather than at the end of the season when they are adapted and tough.  How to control weeds?Let’s face it, weeds have evolved over eons of time and have developed some pernicious characteristics along the way.  They are opportunists and they capitalize on our weak spots in the garden.The best defense against weeds is to keep them out.  “Prevention is the best medicine.”  Grow a healthy vigorous turf by mowing at the correct height, fertilizing in the right months, watering deeply and infrequently, reducing compaction with aeration, and de-thatching on an occasional or as needed basis.  
	Page 2: The second defense against weeds is to identify them, know if they are annual or perennial, and learn how to manipulate against them with lawn management.  Every year we can expect a flush of annual weed germination in the spring and the fall.  So if you know that you have a bunch of annual weeds in your lawn from the previous year, then a preemergence herbicide could be applied a couple of weeks in advance of their anticipated germination.  It is easier to control all of the annual weeds previously mentioned with one properly timed application of a preemergence herbicide than with three applications of a postemergence herbicide.  Simultaneously we want to alter our cultural practices that would foster the development of these weeds.  For example, crabgrass moves into open areas in lawns and thrives on frequent shallow irrigations.  At this time of year when crabgrass is just now expected to germinate it is better to water only one day a week.  As the weather warms we can switch to two days a week and then in July and August we can water three days a week.  This favors the turfgrass and disfavors the weeds.Several lawn and garden companies sell herbicides:  AgrEvo, Bayer, Best, Black Leaf, Gordon’s, Green Light, Lilly Miller, Monsanto, Monterey, Ortho, Safer, Scotts, Spectracide, etc. Most of them sell the same product with a different trade name.  All we can do here is mention what active ingredients to look for in the products. Common preemergence herbicides that work well on annual grasses and broadleaf weeds include:  benefin, bensulide, dithiopyr, oryzalin, pendimethalin, prodiamine, siduron, and trifluralin.  Some trade names include: Amaze, Crabgrass Preventer, Betasan, Dimension, Spurge and Crabgrass Preventer, Halts, and Tupersan.  Some are more effective on grass weeds, while others include a wider array of broadleaf weeds, and there are many products that combine two preemergence herbicides in order to broaden the weed spectrum. Isoxaben (Pre-Sprout 1) only works on preventing broadleaf weeds. Read the label and make sure it is safe to use in your lawn type and that it works on the weeds that you are interested in preventing.Be aware that if you plan to re-seed your lawn in upcoming weeks, then it is not smart to use a preemergent now as it will have a lasting effect for several months.  This rainy weather, however is the perfect time to apply a preemergent.  In upcoming weeks we’ll focus on controlling existing broadleaf weeds like clovers, chickweeds, dandelions, and oxalis.  It is just a little too early to start spraying them, but a preemergent will minimize their germination.  
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